
For Law Enforcement/Military Use Only

Vulcan Munitions Pole
New For 2015

**The Vulcan is not intended for use with side ported or bursting grenade type NFDD’s and/or separating or 

bursting chemical agent canisters.  Call for a complete list of munitions authorized for use.

Kaiser Precision LLC - 46 Gingham St. - Trabuco Canyon - CA, 92679 

email: KaiserPrecision@icloud.com  -  ph: (714) 497-6383

Details:

♦ Universal Head

   accepts nearly all makes

   and models of traditional

   NFDD’s and chemical agent

   canisters.**

♦ No spoon modifications needed,

   simply drop the NFDD or chemical

   agent canister inside the head, tighten

   and go!

♦ Aerospace engineering combined with a fully

   automated CNC manufacturing & fabrication 

   facility, 100% Made in America.

♦ Hardened aluminum alloy design saves weight and

   avoids damage from bending due to metal fatigue.

♦ Mil-Spec Type III Hard Anodized for the ultimate in scratch 

   and corrosion resistance.

♦ Less than 9lbs. total weight!

♦ Quickly extends from less than 8ft to 11ft, and full extension at 13ft.

♦ Internal "No-Adjust Cable System” allows rapid extension and

   activation to any preset length without tools.

♦ Intuitive pistol grip trigger system for powerful, ergonomic, and controlled 

   initiation during dynamic deployments.

♦ Hardened alloy steel breaker points effortlessly defeat auto, residential, and 

   commercial glass.

♦ Entire assembly is made from non-corrosive materials with stainless steel fasteners.

♦ Incredibly simple and intuitive design for quick and safe deployments.

           MSRP - $1,495.00

 
 Warranty - The  Vulcan Munitions Pole has been designed for the demanding needs of the 

 tactical community.  Kaiser Precision LLC strongly supports this mission and will warranty 

 this product against defects in materials or workmanship for the life of the tool
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 Kaiser Precision LLC is pleased to announce the 

  release of the most advanced munitions pole on the market.  

      We were asked to create an ergonomic, lightweight, 

          telescoping assembly that could accept as many 

              commonly used munitions as possible, without the 

                 need for tools or complicated pre-deployment 

                    procedures.  We took the best aspects of past

                      and present NFDD poles and combined them 

                          into one ultimate device.  We believe the challenge 

                              has not only been met, but exceeded!  
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